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2022 Inter-school Dodgeball Championship
Secondary School Information (please find Primary School next page)

Aim：To promote dodgeball and pass on the fun of the sport for students.

Date：26th, 27th and 28th December 2022 ( Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday ) -- Preliminaries and Finals / Reserve

Time：9:00am - 6:00pm

If Typhoon Signal No.3 or above, Red or Black Rainstorm is issued before 7am, the event will be postponed or cancelled.

Venue：To be confirmed (Sports Center in Tai Po/Sha Tin District)

Organized by：Hong Kong Dodgeball Association

Sponsored by：Reaction Gear

Supported by：World Dodgeball Federation

Asia-Pacific Dodgeball Federation

China Hong Kong Newly Emerged Sports Association

Players No.：Each team will have 6 players in the starting lineup; minimum 1, maximum of 3 ball retrievers.

Registered Players：Minimum of 7 players have to be on the list, maximum of 12 players can be on the list. Players have to register to be

HKDA members and present valid identity proof such as HKID or student card on the match day.

Categories：

Category Quota Players + Ball Retrievers Age Range

Boys Senior 12 Teams 6 + 3

Born on 2004-01-01
Or afterMixed Senior 12 Teams 6 + 3

(Must be 3 male player and 3 female player)

Girls 12 Teams 6 + 3

Boys Junior 12 Teams 6 + 3
Born on 2007-01-01

Or afterMixed Junior 12 Teams 6 + 3
(Must be 3 male player and 3 female player)

*Players can register in different categories(i.e: Boys Senior & Mixed Senior/ Girls & Mixed Junior ) but only can play on one team in
that category. Please pay attention to the chance of time clash between categories, the team convenor/coach should arrange enough players
for the game.

*Players can only represent the school they are studying and cannot be over-aged.

*If the number of registered teams is too large or insufficient, the competition system and competition arrangement will be changed
according to the actual situation.
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Registration Fee： $980/Team
(you can pay for more than one team with one cheque, but please note that the school name, participating categories,
and contact person’s name and phone number must be clearly listed on the back of the cheque)

Registration Deadline： 12th December 2022 (Registration after deadline will not be accepted)

Registration Method：Fill in the Registration Form and mail it to the following address with Crossed Cheque before registration
deadline (Pay to︰“Hong Kong Dodgeball Association Limited”), 15th Floor, Suite B4, Kailey Industrial Centre,
12 Fung Yip Street, Chai Wan. Please write “2022 Inter-school Dodgeball Championship” and your team name on
the envelope.
Email the Team List in form of Microsoft Word file before the deadline to office@hkdodgeball.com

Prize：Teams are divided into the cup and plate, each group will have Champion, first runner-up, second runner-up and third runner-up
with a prize and 12 medals.

Bylaws：HKDA has the right to amend the rules of the competition without further notice.No appeal will be accepted, all calls and results
are accorded to the referees. If there is any dispute, HKDA has the right to make the final decision.

Competition Related︰
1. All categories will be using “World Dodgeball Federation Official 7-inch Ball”.
2. Court:

a. The outer boundaries of the court for Boys and Mixed teams are a rectangle measuring 18m by 9m. According to the mixed
group competition system, the attack  line of the female players is the activation line of the opposing team. For details, please
refer to the Court Set-up attached below.

b. The outer boundaries of the court for Girls teams are a rectangle measuring 15m by 9m.
3. Players︰6 live players per team play on the court while 3 ball retrievers stay outside the court. The eliminated players could not be

ball  retrievers. If necessary, people who are not on the team list can be ball retrievers after the referee approves.
4. If the team has less than 6 players, HKDA has the right to cancel or amend the match format.

Important Notes︰
1. In order to comply with the current epidemic prevention arrangements of the HKSAR government and protect the health and safety

of participants, all players and visitors must observe and obey the epidemic prevention measures set by HKDA. Violators will be
disqualified and prohibited from entering the venue. (See Attachment 1)

2. Applications are entertained with limited quota. The qualification will be determined by the listed criteria, followed by a lucky draw:
a. Schools with coaches from HKDA;
b. Schools taught by qualified coaches under HKDA;
c. School with interests in competing.

3. ALL players have to bring HKID or other legal documents for players’ identification.
4. ALL teams have to report to the marshal 15 minutes before the match starts.
5. ALL players should not be wearing watches, rings, necklaces or other accessories during the match.
6. No appeal will be accepted, all calls and results are accorded to the referees.
7. Team captains and coaches have the responsibility to manage the act of the players, respect all the rules and keep the venue clean.

Players should show sportsmanship and respect other players, staff, referees and organisers. Staff and organisers  have the right to
warn players, coaches and team leaders for misconduct. If there is no improvement after the warning, violators will be forbidden
from participating. Please pay attention.
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Competition System︰
1. The preliminary round will be conducted in a single round robin, and the top two schools from each group will advance into the Cup

match, while third and fourth place will advance into the Plate match. The competition system will be adjusted according to the final
number of participating teams.

2. The group matches will be conducted in a best of three, each set being 3 minutes. Remaining players after the time will enter sudden
death.

3. Round Robin Score Calculation︰
a. Match Result︰Won(3 points); Lost(1 point)。
b. The standing will be conducted according to the rules below. If two teams have the same result, the next rules will

proceed.
i. Whoever has a higher score in matches results in the group.

ii. Whoever has a higher gained score in the group.
iii. Whoever has a less lost score in the group.
iv. Whoever has a higher difference on gained and lost score in the group.
v. An extra match will be played, best of one set with one minute normal rules, the match will enter “Sudden

Death” after the time ends.

4. During the Cup and Plate elimination,
a. Each Match has First and Second Half for 10 mins each, 20 mins in total. 1 min middle break. No limitation for the no. of

games played.
b. A set is won when all opposing players have been eliminated by being rendered out. One point is awarded for every set

won.
c. If the score is tied after the second half ends, there will be an extra one minute set with normal rules, the match will enter

“Sudden Death” after the time ends.
d. For the second half, if the match score is obviously leading for 2 point or more by the team and the time is up, the team

with higher score will win the game and finish the match immediately.
e. If both teams are tie in the Second Half, Overtime match is conducted for 1 min normal game, the match will enter

“Sudden Death” after the time ends if there is/are any player(s) still surviving..
5. For more information about the competition system, please check the update on HKDA website.

Important Rules︰
1. Any behavior that violates sportsmanship, dishonesty, or has the opportunity to hurt others is prohibited. The referee will issue a

warning, yellow card, red card or black card according to the severity and situation of the incident.
2. Live players are prohibited from intentionally jumping over the centerline or other boundaries to attack.
3. Any live player who is touched by a live ball thrown by the opposing team is rendered out once that live ball touches a dead object.

He then has to go to the player's return area.
4. Ball retrievers may not touch any surface, ball, or live player within the court boundaries
5. A dead player that has been revived must enter the court through the back line.
6. The revival sequence will be according to “first out, first in”.
7. Players, ball retrievers and bench players can be substituted in between every set unless there is injury or permission by the referees.
8. During “Sudden Death”, players cannot block with a ball(s) otherwise they will be counted as out.
9. For all the rules, please read the full rulebook on HKDA website.

Clothings：
1. Players on court have to wear jerseys with the same colour with different numbers on the front and back.
2. Ball retrievers have to wear clothes different from the players on court.

Enquiry︰Email：info@hkdodgeball.com Phone：5342 2559

All the latest information will be posted on the HKDA website or Whatsapp.
HKDA has the right to make the final decision if there is any controversy.
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2022 Inter-school Dodgeball Championship
Primary School Information

Aim：To promote dodgeball and pass on the fun of the sport for students.

Date：26th, 27th and 28th December 2022 ( Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday ) -- Preliminaries and Finals / Reserve

Time：9:00am - 6:00pm

If Typhoon Signal No.3 or above, Red or Black Rainstorm is issued before 7am, the event will be postponed or cancelled.

Venue：To be confirmed (Sports Center in Tai Po/Sha Tin District)

Organized by：Hong Kong Dodgeball Association

Sponsored by：Reaction Gear

Supported by：World Dodgeball Federation

Asia-Pacific Dodgeball Federation

China Hong Kong Newly Emerged Sports Association

Players No.：Each team will have 6 players in the starting lineup; minimum 1, maximum of 3 ball retrievers.

Registered Players：Minimum of 7 players have to be on the list, maximum of 12 players can be on the list. Players have to register to be

HKDA members and present valid identity proof such as HKID or student card on the match day.

Categories：

Category Quota Players + Ball Retrievers Age Range

Primary
A Grade

8 Teams
6 + 3

NO limitation on the no. of male & female players on-court
Born on 2010-01-01

Or after

Primary
B Grade

8 Teams
6 + 3

NO limitation on the no. of male & female players on-court
Born on 2012-01-01

Or after

*Each school can register at most 1 team in each category

*Players can only represent the school they are studying and cannot be over-aged.

*If the number of registered teams is too large or insufficient, the competition system and competition arrangement will be changed
according to the actual situation.
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Registration Fee： $980/Team
(you can pay for more than one team with one cheque, but please note that the school name, participating categories,
and  contact person’s name and phone number must be clearly listed on the back of the cheque)

Registration Deadline：12th December 2022 (Registration after deadline will not be accepted)

Registration Method：Fill in the Registration Form and mail it to the following address with Crossed Cheque before registration
deadline (Pay to︰“Hong Kong Dodgeball Association Limited”), 15th Floor, Suite B4, Kailey Industrial Centre,
12 Fung Yip Street, Chai Wan. Please write “2021 Inter-school Dodgeball Championship ” and your team name
on the envelope.
Email the Team List in form of Microsoft Word file before the deadline to office@hkdodgeball.com

Prize：Teams are divided into the cup and plate, each group will have Champion, first runner-up, second runner-up and third
runner-up with a prize and 12 medals.

Bylaws：HKDA has the right to amend the rules of the competition without further notice.No appeal will be accepted, all calls and
results are accorded to the referees. If there is any dispute, HKDA has the right to make the final decision.

Competition Related︰
1. All categories will be using “World Dodgeball Federation Official 7-inch Ball”.
2. Court:

A grade:  The outer boundaries of the court are a rectangle measuring 15m by 9m. More about the centre line in the Court Set-up
attached below.
B grade:  The outer boundaries of the court are a rectangle measuring 12m by 9m. More about the centre line in the Court Set-up
attached below.

3. Players︰6 live players per team play on the court while three ball retrievers stay outside the court. The eliminated players could not
be ball  retrievers. If necessary, people who are not on the team list can be ball retrievers after the referee approves.

4. If the team has less than 6 players, HKDA has the right to cancel or amend the match format.

Important Notes︰
1. In order to comply with the current epidemic prevention arrangements of the HKSAR government and protect the health and safety

of participants, all players and visitors must observe and obey the epidemic prevention measures set by HKDA. Violators will be
disqualified and prohibited from entering the venue. (See Attachment 1)

2. Applications are entertained with limited quota. The qualification will be determined by the listed criteria, followed by a lucky draw:
a. Schools with coaches from HKDA;
b. Schools taught by qualified coaches under HKDA;
c. School with interests in competing.

3. ALL players have to bring HKID or other legal documents for players’ identification.
4. ALL teams have to report to the marshal 15 minutes before the match starts.
5. ALL players should not be wearing watches, rings, necklaces or other accessories during the match.
6. No appeal will be accepted, all calls and results are accorded to the referees.
7. Team captains and coaches have the responsibility to manage the act of the players, respect all the rules and keep the venue clean.

Players should show sportsmanship and respect other players, staff, referees and organisers. Staff and organisers  have the right to
warn players, coaches and team leaders for misconduct. If there is no improvement after the warning, violators will be forbidden
from participating. Please pay attention.
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Competition System︰
1. The preliminary round will be conducted in a single round robin, and the top two schools from each group will advance into the Cup

match, while third and fourth place will advance into the Plate match. The competition system will be adjusted according to the final
number of participating teams.

2. The group matches will be conducted in a best of three, each set being 3 minutes. Remaining players after the time will enter sudden
death.

3. Round Robin Score Calculation︰
a. Match Result︰Won(3 points); Lost(1 point)。
b. The standing will be conducted according to the rules below. If two teams have the same result, the next rules will

proceed.
i. Whoever has a higher score in matches results in the group.

ii. Whoever has a higher gained score in the group.
iii. Whoever has a less lost score in the group.
iv. Whoever has a higher difference on gained and lost score in the group.
v. An extra match will be played, best of one set with one minute normal rules, the match will enter “Sudden

Death” after the time ends.

4. During the Cup and Plate elimination,
a. Each Match has First and Second Half for 10 mins each, 20 mins in total. 1 min middle break. No limitation for the no. of

games played.
b. A set is won when all opposing players have been eliminated by being rendered out. One point is awarded for every set

won.
c. If the score is tied after the second half ends, there will be an extra one minute set with normal rules, the match will enter

“Sudden Death” after the time ends.
d. For the second half, if the match score is obviously leading for 2 point or more by the team and the time is up, the team

with higher score will win the game and finish the match immediately.
e. If both teams are tie in the Second Half, Overtime match is conducted for 1 min normal game, the match will enter

“Sudden Death” after the time ends if there is/are any player(s) still surviving..
5. For more information about the competition system, please check the update on HKDA website.

Important Rules︰
1. Any behavior that violates sportsmanship, dishonesty, or has the opportunity to hurt others is prohibited. The referee will issue a

warning, yellow card, red card or black card according to the severity and situation of the incident.
2. Live players are prohibited from intentionally jumping over the centerline or other boundaries to attack.
3. Any live player who is touched by a live ball thrown by the opposing team is rendered out once that live ball touches a dead object.

He then has to go to the player's return area.
4. Ball retrievers may not touch any surface, ball, or live player within the court boundaries
5. A dead player that has been revived must enter the court through the back line.
6. The revival sequence will be according to “first out, first in”.
7. Players, ball retrievers and bench players can be substituted in between every set unless there is injury or permission by the referees.
8. During “Sudden Death”, players cannot block with a ball(s) otherwise they will be counted as out.
9. For all the rules, please read the full rulebook on HKDA website.

Clothings：
1. Players on court have to wear jerseys with the same colour with different numbers on the front and back.
2. Ball retrievers have to wear clothes different from the players on court.

Enquiry︰Email：info@hkdodgeball.com Phone：5342 2559

All the latest information will be posted on the HKDA website or Whatsapp.
HKDA has the right to make the final decision if there is any controversy.
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Court
Pic 1. Secondary School Dodgeball Court

Pic1.
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Court
Pic 2. Primary School Dodgeball Court

Pic 2.
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2022 Inter-school Dodgeball Championship
Application Form (1 copy per school)

School Name:

Registration Categories :  [   ] Primary A Grade  [   ] Primary B Grade
[    ] Secondary Boys Senior [    ]  Secondary Boys Junior  [   ] Secondary Girls  [    ] Secondary Mixed Senior  [   ] Secondary
Mixed Junior
(please put a tick in the suitable brackets)

Team Convener‘s Name:                                                                 Mr. / Miss Phone Number (WhatsApp):

Email:

Registration Fee: HKD  $ 980 x___ team = Total  HK$___________

I declare that
1. I am the legal person in charge of the above-mentioned team and can make this

application on behalf of this team. I have also obtained the consent of the players to
participate in this competition on behalf of the team and have authorized them to go
through the registration procedures.

2. The information provided in all parts of the application (including the player list form)
is voluntary and correct, and I agree to use it by the Hong Kong Dodgeball Association
until I give written instructions.

3. I and all players will abide by the rules of the Inter-school Dodgeball Championship,
and follow the safety rules of the game venue and all instructions of the person in charge
or referee. If the above rules or instructions are violated, the person in charge of the
Championship has the right to disqualify the team from participating in the competition.

4. The information provided by the applicant is only used for the event registration
matters, announcement lists, statistics, future contact, publicity and opinion surveys of
the Hong Kong Dodgeball Association; the personal information is only restricted to
personnel authorized by the association. If you want to correct or inquire about the
personal information that has been submitted, please contact our staff.

5. I agree to be a member of the Hong Kong Dodgeball Association and receive news
about the association.

6. I (the team convenor) hereby certify that all players under the age of 18 have been
approved by their parents or guardians to participate in this Championship, and I certify
that all players are in good health and suitable to participate in the dodgeball game.

7. I hereby declare that if the team or player suffers injury, illness, death or property
damage during the event, it has nothing to do with the organizer, co-organizer or
sponsor.

8. Understand that the Hong Kong Dodgeball Association has the final decision on this
application.

The following signatures certify that I/the group has read, met and agreed to all the
conditions and declarations of the competition.

Organisation Seal (if any)
(must be identical to the organisation
registration document):

Date Name in BLOCK Letters Signature by Team Convenor
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2022 Inter-School Dodgeball Championship
Team List (1 copy per team)

Registration Categories: Primary A Grade/ Primary B Grade/ Secondary Boys Senior / Secondary Boys Junior
/ Secondary Girls / Secondary Mixed Senior / Secondary Mixed Junior

( Please cross out inapplicable options )

School Name：

Team Convener’s Name：

( Maximum:12 Minimum:7)  (Please do not exceed the limit)

Chinese Name English Name Gender
(M/F)

HKID No.
(First 5 digits)

e.g.A1234
Membership No. Year of Birth

(YYYY)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Deadline of Submission : 12th December 2022
Fill in the Registration Form and mail it to the following address with Crossed Cheque
before the registration deadline(Payable to︰“Hong Kong Dodgeball Association Limited”)

15th Floor, Suite B4, Kailey Industrial Centre, 12 Fung Yip Street, Chai Wan.
Please write “2022 Inter-School Dodgeball Championship (Secondary/Primary) ” and your team name on the envelope.

Email the team list in form of a Microsoft Word file before the deadline to office@hkdodgeball.com
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